About World Class RIM
Leveraging our experience in Regulatory Information Management across a variety of use cases with Pharmaceutical clients, Princeton Blue is leading the charge to deliver a full set of RIM components that can be easily customized to provide a tailored solution, with a flexible framework architecture. Leverage the power of BPM and Rules to make your RIM processes world class.

Pharmaceutical clients can now successfully:
- Manage Products Across All Countries
- Obtain and Maintain Approvals
- Manage Required Documentation
- Track and Collaborate on Key Milestones
- Record and Provide Evidence for Audits
- Gain visibility with records and drillable reports

World Class RIM empowers business users to make change to business rules on the fly, giving agility to business processes.

RIM Roadmap

Wave 1
- Data Governance
- Submission Planning and Tracking
- Label Management
- Country Filing Requirements

Wave 2
- Dossier Management
- Product Registration Management
- Health Authority Commitments
- Health Authority Communications
- Manufacturing Supply

Wave 3
- Submission EDMS
- Promotional Material
- Publishing
- Submission Archive
- Information Exchange Standards

Make your RIM processes reliable, scalable, flexible and low-maintenance with Princeton Blue’s World Class RIM Solution

www.princetonblue.com